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The Role of Teachers in Selecting Content for Foreign Language Critical Pedagogy  

Introduction 

Critical pedagogy specialists, including Freire, Wallerstein, Crawford-Lange, and others, 

emphasize that the content taught in the language classroom must spring from the students’ life 

experience.  Explicitly or implicitly, they all also imply that critical language teaching must be 

content-based.  Crawford-Lange (1981) points out that this “necessitates that considerable time 

be spent...establishing with the students what will be studied and why it will be studied" (p. 260). 

In English-speaking foreign-language (FL) teaching environments especially, where students are 

participating mostly voluntarily, and for a very limited number of hours per week1, how much 

time can we afford to spend negotiating the content of our courses?  How might negotiated 

syllabi and content-based instruction affect program articulation? Furthermore, is it wise to 

negotiate from the beginning of instruction, when students usually have the opportunity to drop 

our courses in favor of less-intimidating options?  

Students experiencing critical language teaching for the first time may have to adapt to 

several new practices: new standards for class participation; new ways of relating to their 

teachers; content-based lessons; negotiated assignments and class policies; and new things to talk 

about—they may never have had an in-class discussion of (social) class before (for example), let 

alone in another language.  Adaptation to any of these can take time, and may even be stressful 

for students; asking students to decide what they should learn and create their own materials, on 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 One program I observed and assisted in a junior high school in Indiana scheduled the non-core 
subjects (including careers, art, and foreign languages) as “rotation”, meaning that students 
studied them for one hour every day, but for only six weeks per school year. 



top of all the above, may be too much, especially for young or short-term students.  Even when 

we have willing, prepared students and plenty of time, there are ethical and practical reasons that 

we might not want to put students in charge of the content of our courses, or that we might want 

to introduce material that does not spring from students’ previous experiences. 

Ethical Reasons for Teachers to Determine Course Content 

Our Values 

My ethics as a language teacher and a teacher of adolescents and young adults include 

treating my students as capable and semi-autonomous, but also being a sensei 先生 in the literal 

sense (‘one who has lived before [the students]’).  I say “semi-autonomous” because when 

foreign languages are concerned, and especially in the case of less commonly taught languages 

(LCTLs), students are often choosing to be taught; they are choosing to spend time and often 

money on a class, and it is our job as teachers not only to help them learn more efficiently than 

they might on their own, but additionally to help them learn differently than they might on their 

own.  

Being a sensei means leading by example and helping students along as they progress, 

hopefully not by forcing them to follow my own trajectory, but by sharing meaningful pieces of 

what I know at helpful times. This does not have to be accomplished through a banking mode of 

education, but the distinctions between “sharing,” “providing context,” and “indoctrination” can 

be frustratingly subtle. Furthermore, FL teachers have a special obligation to their students to 

help them understand the societies and cultures of the target language, as by definition, students’ 

access to cultural information and examples of the target language in use is more limited.  Even 

for more widely taught LCTLs like Japanese, the information readily available in English and the 



information developed for learners does not always address the issues a critical teacher would 

want their students to know about.  

Students’ Needs and Future Goals 

I do believe that syllabi should include some negotiation, and that most students are 

capable of choosing appropriate content for their courses, with enough guidance from teachers 

about what this will mean in practice.  However, not all negotiated courses will meet students’ 

real or stated needs, or further teachers’ critical goals. Teachers of a foreign language, where 

students’ contact with skilled language speakers and target communities is minimal, have a 

special responsibility to make sure students are acquainted with various cultural and linguistic 

phenomena that will help them thrive as target language users and help them critically 

understand the target cultures.  Including content of teachers’ own design can be essential to 

fulfilling this responsibility.   

Though foreign language learners’ needs can be quite idiosyncratic and often more 

imagined than certain, this may be all the more reason for teachers to try to cover a broad range 

of possibilities.  Learners of Japanese, for example, may study the language because of an 

interest in video games, but may have opportunities later to work in a Japanese-speaking office. 

At the same time, as foreign language learners’ goals may be more highly divergent, to create a 

situation where everyone’s needs are met at some point, everyone may have to spend some time 

on things they care less about.  One of our professional responsibilities is to work for balance 

between having an overly exclusive focus and diluting the content with too much breadth. 

Though it is an imposition on the part of the teacher, exposing learners to content not of their 

own choosing may lead learners to discover new interests and even emancipatory possibilities.   

 



Teaching from a “Third Place” 

Language teachers have frequent opportunities to facilitate their students’ learning 

process, most obviously on the linguistic level by scaffolding difficult material and teaching 

strategies for communication and accuracy (and character-reading in non-Roman-script 

languages), but also by introducing content that students might otherwise overlook or have 

difficulty accessing.  For FL learners of LCTLs, classroom time is often their best chance to 

develop an understanding of aspects of language and culture that are not always covered well in 

publications for learners (if such publications even exist at all).  For LCTLs in particular, 

teaching materials are often written by native speakers, and may not reflect current local 

understandings of “effective teaching practices”, while cultural content materials in English 

(encyclopedias, travel guides, world news broadcasts, etc.) are often written by highly 

disconnected outsiders.  Furthermore, lower-level students and young learners especially tend to 

have difficulty evaluating the quality and trustworthiness of materials in the target language that 

they find on the Internet (partially because of their limited abilities to understand tone and style). 

When this is the case, teachers can legitimately take the role of mediators between insider-

produced materials in the target language and outsider-produced L1 materials, sharing “insider” 

information from a middle perspective—a third place, as Kramsch (1993) calls it.  Though 

teachers must take care to avoid presenting their interpretation as the only one, interpreting 

materials in this way can also be a way to model critical thinking and critical literacy.     

Critical Language Socialization 

Foreign language teachers have a moral obligation to prepare students for the cultural 

norms and institutional expectations they may face when interacting with speakers of the target 

language or when living and working in a target-language-speaking setting.  Though attempting 



to socialize students to these norms may be anti-critical, a critical perspective on a language and 

culture is incomplete without some understanding of them.  Here again, teachers can help 

students develop a “third place” perspective on cross-cultural issues.  When teachers believe that 

knowledge of certain background information or cultural practices would facilitate students’ 

interaction with target-language speakers or help them avoid miscommunication or cross-cultural 

conflict, they should share this with their students, even though this can “hijack” a negotiated 

syllabus.  This does not have to be paternalistic and oppressive; rather, it can reflect an ethic of 

care and legitimate concern for students’ well being as they navigate their third space.  

Furthermore, students will not necessarily choose to address divisive issues, or cultural 

practices they do not agree with, or know very little about.  In the Cultural Issues content-based 

ESL class I recently taught, I initially let students choose which topics in the textbook we would 

cover, but after reviewing the survey results and finding that no students wanted to discuss 

sexual orientation or sexual harassment, topics I feel students must be familiar with, as they are 

connected to some of the most pervasive and widely accepted forms of discrimination in 

American society, I added a rather long unit on sexual orientation (specifically bullying of 

LGBTQ students) at the end of the course.  Though students were somewhat resistant and 

questioned why I chose to spend so much time on the topic, I felt that it would be unacceptable 

for me as a teacher to ignore the demeaning comments students had made and to “release” 

students at the end of the course without at least trying to influence their beliefs on this subject.  

“Influencing students’ beliefs” also seems anti-critical, but in matters concerning respect for 

persons, it seems wholly appropriate for a critical teacher to expect students to reject stereotypes 

and harmful language and to seek better understanding of marginalized groups and controversial 

situations.   



Approaching Culture via the Four Ds 

In foreign language education especially, culture is often taught as “the four Fs”—

festivals, folklore, fashion, and food (or fun, or folk dances, or fairs…); these are important in 

their own right, and are relatively easy for students to propose as content for a course and to 

research on their own, given a certain level of reading fluency.  Materials produced for language 

learners tend to include at least some information about many of these “traditional” practices, 

making them easy for teachers and students to bring into a course.  But are these topics critical?  

Making them critical will involve analyzing them through the “four Ds of culture” (Kubota, 

2009), understanding that all representations of cultures are descriptive (not prescriptive), diverse 

(hybrid, including subcultures), dynamic (grounded in historical context and still changing), and 

discursive (constructed through ideologies, which can be interpreted in multiple ways).  Helping 

students interpret depictions of culture through these four Ds is an area where teachers may have 

to provide more guidance, if not take the lead.  The first two are relatively easy, as they mostly 

have to just be accepted (“I understand that what my textbook says about Japanese family life is 

a generalization, and that not every family in Japan is like this”); the third and especially the 

fourth require much more explanation and background information.  

The idea that culture is discursive may be particularly hard to explain to young learners 

(because it is conceptually so abstract, and therefore challenging at a developmental level) or 

lower-level students (because it is linguistically somewhat abstract, and therefore challenging at 

a linguistic level).  Kubota explains it most clearly when she shows how textbook writers (among 

others) seem to feel obligated to provide cultural reasons to explain certain practices (Japanese 

people do not use –tai forms in the second person because it is presumptuous, which is ill-

advised when living on a small island??), while these practices may simply be customary or 



arbitrary.  Giving “cultural reasons” for them is an act of constructing a discourse of 

Japaneseness, a particular “true story” that explains what it means to be Japanese, both 

overlooking the diversity of actual practice and often giving an ideological, indefensible, and 

downright false explanation along the way (pp. 82-84).  We can describe practices, but we can 

only speculate on the perspectives that might generate them; critical teachers may need to take an 

especially active role in helping students interrogate perspectives that are posited as explanations 

for cultural behaviors.  This is not to say that all students must be taught to do this; some may 

already be experts at it, and it would be anti-critical for a teacher to simply assume their students 

do not yet have this perspective on culture.  Either way, making sure that “culture” is critically 

interrogated is something teachers must do to avoid the “laissez-faire teaching” Freire warns 

against. 

Practical Barriers to Negotiated Content, from the Student Side  

Student Workload 

Treating students as capable means that at times, they will determine the content of the 

course and possibly even provide some of their own materials; however, this is not easily done 

with beginners, and not always well received.  Major theories of motivation, including Self-

Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985) and the L2 Motivational Self System (Dörnyei, 

2005), posit that students need to experience at least some success to remain motivated.  If the 

content students select is too hard, reducing their sense of competence, or the process of 

negotiation is perceived as a threat to students’ feelings of connection to their teacher and 

classmates, motivation may wither; having students determine their course’s content, at least 

from the start, may thus be ill advised with some groups.   



I taught in a project-based-learning summer program for high-school-aged Japanese 

learners, where each week had a theme (water, the arts, youth culture, and “footprints”—leaving 

one’s own mark on the program) and students had to develop four content-based projects (one 

per week) addressing these themes.  I was teaching the group of students who had known no 

Japanese whatsoever when they began, and I was supposed to teach them without using English, 

spend the majority of class time helping students individually with their projects, and still teach 

them historical and cultural content related to each theme, in the target language.  Though this 

was possible, and it might work better in a longer-term program, it was quite difficult and often 

frustrating for teachers and students, and we ended up abandoning it after two weeks, to the great 

relief of everyone involved, and moving to a totally different system for the next summer.  No 

matter our beliefs about SLA, expecting students with no knowledge of a language to develop 

content-based projects after three days of instruction is pushing the limit.  This was a residential 

program, where three days amounted to about 27 hours of instruction—about 1/6 of a regular 

180-hour school year.  Though students whose instruction is spread out over an entire school 

year may be better prepared to engage in a project after one-sixth of the year has passed, students 

who receive instruction in smaller chunks like this may not be retaining as much from class to 

class, and be even less prepared.  In this case, students reported that choosing their own content 

was extremely stressful and the high level of autonomy felt threatening.   

Language Learning Theories 

What kind of evidence do we have to support our beliefs that negotiating content, and 

content-based instruction, will positively affect language learning?  Students may rightly ask us 

about this.  SLA theory does not seem to have much to say about the effects or the merits of 

content-based instruction. It has found that immersion education can develop fluency and 



comprehension skills quite rapidly, but most of our content-based courses and opportunities to 

practice critical teaching are not located within immersion programs, which by definition extend 

beyond a single course, usually through the vehicle of an entire (usually elementary) school 

program with grade-level content taught in the target language.  Our rationale for content-based 

instruction may have to come from our ethical beliefs rather than our methodological beliefs, 

which may upset students. 

Still, SLA theory does not seem to give much guidance for what should be taught when 

in any kind of language classroom, beyond reminding us that the simplest things to teach are not 

always the easiest things to learn, and that learners use formulas or “chunks” extensively in 

communication.  If learners cling to formulas, this suggests that some sequencing of content such 

that learners can recycle and elaborate on formulas they know could be helpful, at least to their 

confidence and sense of accomplishment.  Especially when the learners are young, or studying 

their first foreign language, the teacher may be better equipped than the students to figure out 

what these formulas and sequence might be.  Sticking to a rather “traditional” sequence, 

beginning with introducing oneself and gradually moving outward to friends, family, 

communities, and the world, similar to what Osborn (2006) describes with his “thematic pillars 

of world language education for social justice”, may provide familiarity that helps students buy 

into our methods.  If students can eventually be convinced to determine the content of the course, 

the teacher will likely still be needed as the one who can communicate the content in an 

accessible way through scaffolding, who can determine what language items can be learned with 

a particular topic, and who can connect the content to her critical goals for her students.   

 

 



Practical Barriers to Negotiated Content, from the Teacher Side  

School and Program Goals and Mission 

Though not all language programs have narrowly-specified goals, in those that do, the 

curriculum content may need to be shaped to fit those goals.  In most situations, this would not 

mean that content students have selected should be thrown out, but a program’s goals or mission 

statement may require or at least support some content proposed by teachers.  For example, 

many programs, including one I teach in, have mission statements stressing “global citizenship”, 

“international understanding”, or “cultural competence”, all of which are reasons to implement 

content-based instruction and to introduce critical and even controversial topics that students 

might not always elect to study.   

The ACTFL National Standards (the 5 Cs) as well would support content-based 

instruction and coverage of topics outside traditional norms.  Standard 1, Communication, 

specifically indicates that students should be able to understand and convey information “on a 

variety of topics”, and Standard 3, Connections, states that students should “reinforce and further 

their knowledge of other disciplines through the foreign language.”  Standard 5, Communities, 

also hints at using the target language for content learning by encouraging use of the language 

throughout schools as well as in the wider community, and by using the language for “personal 

enjoyment and enrichment.”  If students’ content choices do not support the Standards, teachers 

may need to make additions to the curriculum.   

However, the Standards themselves are not explicitly critical and following them exactly 

may be anti-critical: specifically, I would follow Kubota (2003) in taking issue with Standard 2, 

Cultures, which expects students to “demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between 

the practices and perspectives of the culture studied” and “demonstrate an understanding of the 



relationship between the products and perspectives of the culture studied,” because a critical 

understanding of culture would question whether there is any provable relationship between 

practices or products and perspectives, or find multiple possible ways of explaining a practice, 

not limited to one universal, hegemonic cultural perspective (p. 84).  Furthermore, Standard 4, 

Comparisons, encourages students and teachers to view languages as uniform, essentialized 

entities and to see distinctions between L1 and L2 as binary (p. 74).  One of our major goals is to 

get students to move beyond binary, us-them, good-bad, insider-outsider thinking, and this may 

take a fair amount of “curating” on the part of the teacher if students are asked to provide 

materials for their own course.   

Surviving as Teachers 

Finally, we must acknowledge that negotiating curriculum content with students requires 

a significant investment of time, and while this alone is no reason to dismiss the practice (many 

of the most valuable things we do are extremely time-consuming), it should be weighed against 

other options teachers might take with their classes (for a list of options, see chapter 3 of 

Crookes, forthcoming).  Creating materials, even adapting or providing scaffolding for authentic 

materials students find, can take enormous amounts of time.  Sometimes, simply finding 

something on the desired topic, of the desired length (or format), and at a moderately acceptable 

level of difficulty can take hours—for someone who can skim well and knows where to look!  

For students who struggle with reading the language, or who are not skilled Internet users, it may 

take even longer.  Though we have many good reasons to be suspicious of commercial textbooks 

and materials explicitly produced for language learners, the effort that goes into creating even 

mediocre materials can be quite significant and should not be dismissed too lightly.  If students 

are expected to do this work themselves, their homework load will need to be reduced 



accordingly, and teachers must consider whether this is the most appropriate use of students’ 

time at a particular level.   

Three years ago, the Japanese program where I work decided to ban Internet research for 

student projects, as teachers were finding that students spent hours combing the Internet and 

finding mediocre material, rarely using the target language in the process, and we felt that they 

could have learned more language and content by talking with their peers and teachers to get 

information and by doing other class activities in the target language during the time they would 

have spent on the Internet.  When students based their projects on Internet research, though the 

content was more diverse and more Japan-oriented, they often struggled to remember what they 

had learned, and even had difficulty pronouncing key words during their presentations.  After 

restricting students to only “community research”, we found that students were much more likely 

to tackle topics at their own level, and to be able to discuss their projects confidently.  Either 

way, students were negotiating the content of their projects and thus, a piece of the content of 

their curriculum, but the strict limits we implemented were necessary to make negotiation 

feasible on even this relatively small scale.    

Program and Student Diversity 

Naturally, the organization and context of a program also matter.  It can be much easier 

for teachers who operate more or less independently to implement student-generated content and 

counterhegemonic ways of running a course than for teachers who must work in teams, sharing 

responsibilities for delivering an educational program (especially a full-day or residential 

program), or for teachers in very tightly articulated programs, to do so.  Also, just as students 

cannot be expected to negotiate a syllabus successfully without some assistance and modeling, 

teachers also need examples and a rationale from administrators who want them to do this.  



Furthermore, in addition to the questions of time and modeling, administrators and teacher 

trainers who want students to have a voice in selecting content for their classes must also 

consider the potential emotional burden on teachers and students, who may feel threatened or 

overwhelmed by the practice. Our stance regarding cultural diversity in our classrooms must also 

play into our decisions about negotiation.  If we would not expect all our students to assimilate to 

one standard for class participation, how would we respond to varying participation in a 

negotiation process?  

Both students and teachers come from a variety of cultural and educational backgrounds 

and may need significant amounts of time and patient explanations before they are ready to try 

negotiating their course content, and some may never be “ready” before a particular course ends, 

or before they move to another program.  There are many different ways of being a critical 

teacher, and for professional survival, being able to accommodate different students’ 

expectations and adapt to the affordances of different school settings is a useful skill. 

Final Thoughts 

Though there are many good reasons why a teacher might choose not to negotiate the 

content of a course, I am not trying to advocate that teachers should abandon the idea of 

negotiating a syllabus or involving students more deeply in the design of their courses.  Teachers 

should take advantage of the opportunities they have to try negotiating, even on a small scale.  

Rather, I am trying to support teachers who worry that they are automatically and irrevocably 

doing students a disservice or unfairly oppressing them by using materials they are comfortable 

teaching with, or that fit their other goals well, or that they have found to work well with 

students.  Not every teacher is in a position to open their syllabus up to negotiation, whether for 



reasons of time or government mandate, and the lack of a negotiated syllabus should not be used 

as a litmus test for critical teaching.   

Though the major voices in the arena of critical pedagogy talk about hybridity, diversity, 

and adaptation to the local context, in Freire and some others’ early writings there is often a more 

or less explicit condemnation of teachers who “fail” to do every thing they “must” do.  On the 

surface and at first, it seems as though we are either facilitating the birth of citizens who will 

change the world, or we are evil corporate-controlled bankers who teach by communiqué, with 

little middle ground; we must do all twenty things on Crawford-Lange (1981)’s list or we will 

not be treating our students as humans.  This dualism is sensationalizing and may help some 

teachers get interested in the subject, but is ultimately unhelpful when teachers are frightened 

away from making any changes to their practice.  Contemporary understandings of critical 

pedagogy are usually much more situated, local, and hybrid, and though watered-down 

oppression is still cause for concern, oppression and power are not the only way to understand 

the responsibilities and roles of teachers; they can also be understood in essentially moral rather 

than essentially economic and political terms (Johnston, 1999).  Looking at teachers as fulfilling 

a moral role, as coaches or guides, or as sensei, can lead to a more nuanced perspective on where 

language course content should come from, a perspective that may ultimately be a more hope-

filled one for teachers. 
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